BROWN TEAM COURSE #1

1. At directional signpost #8 in the clearing labeled Nuthatch & Eagle Trail, go 87 paces at 66 degrees to the first compass post.

2. Go 57 paces at 152 degrees to the second compass post.

3. Go 82 paces at 208 degrees the third compass post.

4. Go 28 paces at 260 degrees to directional signpost #7 near the bridge.

5. Follow the trail over the bridge 75 paces at 225 degrees to your fourth compass post.

6. Go 83 paces at 311 degrees to the fifth compass post.

7. Go 73 paces at 360 degrees to the sixth compass post.

8. Go 77 paces at 66 degrees to directional signpost #8 where you started.

   You’ve completed your compass course!